ALTA Refrigeration Inc. has been committed to developing the best industrial refrigeration solutions for more than 40 years. This means finding new ways to help your refrigeration operation succeed, such as reducing long-term operational costs for power, water usage, and maintenance.

Our EXPERT system is a modular refrigeration unit modeled after our traditional central system. Made with the same long-lasting materials, the Expert system is designed to deliver unrivaled reliability and efficiencies even after decades of operation.

These systems are shipped piped and wired for quick and easy installation. The EXPERT system is also designed for varying capacity requirements, and has the flexibility of “converting” from low- to high-temperature applications by simply adjusting the temperature set point.

The **EXPERT** Edge:

- **Low Cost to Install & Operate**
  Versus traditional refrigeration systems

- **No PSM/RMP or Trained Operators**
  Uses a non-hazardous refrigerant

- **Reduces Energy Consumption**
  Defrosts with hot gas for unparalleled efficiency

- **Air Cooled**
  Eliminates water usage, water treatment, and condenser replacements

- **Field-Tested & In Demand**
  Over a Million FT² now installed & operating with more than 5.3 Million+ FT² sold

- **Reliable Steel Construction**
  Stainless steel air sides and piping, and hot dipped galvanized structural steel offer decades of reliable operation

Learn More About the EXPERT Series Refrigeration System:

678-554-1100 | ALTA@ALTArefrigeration.com
403 Dividend Drive, Peachtree City, GA 30269